
` NAME ENDORSEMENTS RATING SUPPORTS 25X25? CURRENT SESSION HISTORY CONTACT INFORMATION
Senate 
District 1

Bryan Hughes   2020 - Greg Abbott, 
Texas Homeschool 
Coalition 2016: Dan 
Patrick, Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans, 
Jonathan Stickland

unfriendly Serves on the Education committee. Authored legislation - SB316 - relating to the attorney general's duty to defend public school teachers. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). 
Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to 
add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension 
of STAAR penalties-voted NO. Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers) Grade from Project 
Educo: F. Website does not list anything about education. 

 Information: first elected to the Senate in 2016.  Up for re-election in 2020. Served in the House from 2003 - 2017.  Served on the 
education committee during 2017 session.  Voting Record: Voted contrary to TCTA recommendations in 5 of 6 votes last session. Voted 
against a teacher pay raise in 2007. 2017 Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs (SB 463).   Voted for short-
term funding for TRS-Care. Opposed long-term funding for TRS-Care.  Supported vouchers by voting twice for private school voucher bill 
(SB 3).  Voted for SB 1278 to lower standards for educator prep programs.  Voted for SB 13 to take away payroll deduction for professional 
organizations.  Wrote a bill (SB 7) that took away educator payroll deduction for dues.  Voted for SB 179 to prevent and respond to 
cyberbullying in schools.  2015: supported HB 743 to reduce time spent on testing in grades 3-8. Voted for HB 4 to increased pre-k funding.  
Voted against amendment to limit pre-k class sizes.  Voted for HB 1798 (home rule charter districts).  2013: Voted against budget bill that 
increased funding for public education. Voted against amendment to prohibit public funds from being spent on private vouchers.  Voted for 
SB 1458 to shore up TRS and provide retirees a benefit increase. Voted for HB 2012 to improve educator quality by raising standards and 
improving appraisals. Voted against the Texas Teacher Residency Program.  Voted against amendment to require ASD schools to be 
subject to the same laws as regular districts.  Voted against class size caps for ASDs.  Voted against bill to notify public if schools do not 
have a full-time counselor. Voted against amendment to delay expansion of charters. 

Audrey Spanko neutral YES Social Worker. From website: "To improve our current education system, we must increase teacher salaries, improve technology access, and create more inclusive and safe school environments.  As the daughter and sister of public school 
teachers, I feel strongly about the need for a thriving public education system. I am fighting for a system that not only supports high quality education for our kids, but also values our public school educators. Public school teachers dedicate their 
lives to the well-being of our children. I witnessed firsthand the countless hours my mom spent preparing her classroom, grading papers and stepping up for her students. Her dedication and the dedication of every other Texas teacher is worth 
more.." Per news article in the Paris News, she wants to help fund education through stopping corporate tax breaks. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Stable, sustainable funding for public school costs and pay for educators is “broken”. 
Texas’s “corporate welfare program” decreases local revenue sources costing school districts millions of dollars. I believe Texas has an obligation to end Chapter 313, to pay teachers sufficiently, improve technology access, and create 
inclusive and safe school environments. PRIORITIES: 1. Increased funding – end Chapter 313 and work to ensure teachers and school staff are paid a wage equivalent to their value. Increased funding should also be used to cover health 
insurance premiums for employees at public schools and improve facilities and technology access. 2. Create inclusive and safe school environments - As a licensed social worker and advocate for the National Association of Social Workers, I 
have worked to educate school administrators and elected officials on the importance of school social workers. I feel that every school should have a licensed social worker on staff to provide mental health support/counseling, home visits and 
wellness checks, and a social justice perspective that is often not included in district planning. Social workers are trained professionals who can have a positive impact on inclusivity and the creation of safe school environments. 3. Strengthen 
our teacher unions- We should be working to make union participation easier. Strong unions provides greater opportunity for elected officials to hear a collective voice and work with school employees and union officials to create needed 
change and solutions. FUNDING: School funding should be increased. FINDING MONEY: To increase school funding Texas must end Chapter 313.  These corporate taxes would create revenues for schools across the state. 
CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: I would not support the use of public funds for private/charter schools. STAAR: I do not support the STAAR test in its current form. I believe advancement exams should be created at the local district level, 
standardized test created for profit by for profit agencies are not in the best interest of Texas students or teachers. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: I believe teachers should be allowed to do their job and use their knowledge and expertise to 
determine advancement and graduation. I do not support the STAAR test being used as the primary measure to determine advancement.  IGCs: My knowledge of the IGC committees is limited. I do support the committees and believe sunset 
dates often hamper work and create unnecessary hurdles. Although I support agency and process reviews, I would support ending the sunset date for these committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The A-F rating is an ineffective tool that 
does not take the uniqueness of districts into account and does not effectively measure a school’s needs or performance.  MERIT PAY: I do not support “merit pay” that is tied to STAAR scores, student performance or extra tasks. Teachers 
should have a base pay that is truly comparable to the work and also invests in teachers over time.  CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: Yes, I support class size caps. No, I believe districts should be held accountable to hiring and meeting the 
needs of their students and waivers should not be readily available as an alternative to doing what is necessary. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: We have to increase teacher pay and reduce weight placed on standardized testing. I 
feel strongly that we can increase teacher pay by appropriately taxing corporations. COLAs: I believe retired teachers should get a cost of living increase annually. TRS CARE: As a former state employee, I know that there are options and we 
need to investigate those options. While working for the state, my healthcare premium costs were zero and my day to day costs were minimal. Teachers deserve these same benefits. TRS: No, I do not support keeping the TRS in its current 
form. I believe teachers deserve a guaranteed plan. I am a former state employee and should I return to the state and work for the state for 10 years the ERS provides a guaranteed plan. Our teachers deserve the same benefits offered to city, 
municipal or state employees. 25x25: Yes. 

audrey@audreyspanko.com

Senate 
District 2

Bob Hall 2018: Dan Patrick, 
Texans for Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans, Texas 
Homeschool 
Coalition, Texas 
Freedom Caucus 
2014: Texas 
Homeschool 
Coalition, Empower 
Texans/Texans for 
Fiscal Responsibility

unfriendly Serves on the Education committee. Authored legislation - SB79 - eliminating requirement that certain busses that transport children have 3-point seat belts.SB379 - relating to competitive bidding procurements by 
a school district for certain goods or services, including professional services. SB377 - relating to eliminating certain requirements imposed on school districts; establishing a process for review of a school district's 
termination or suspension of a classroom teacher. SB380 - relating to a student's eligibility to enroll in courses provided through the state's virtual school network. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB12 
(TRS contributions). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors 
to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR 
penalties-voted NO. Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. 
Seat not up in 2020.

Information: first elected to the Texas Senate in 2014.  Up for re-election in 2022. Member of Education committee. Statement from Hall's 
2014 campaign website: "State and local government spending from ALL sources should increase only by the sum of population growth plus 
inflation and no more. I will fight for a state constitutional amendment to set this limit in order to protect current and future taxpayers from 
excessive spending."  Hall signed a pledge in 2012 to limit government spending and make it more difficult for the legislature to pass 
spending increases for public services such as education.  Voting Record: 2017 Update: Sponsored SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for 
extending IGCs.Voted for SB 13 (payroll deductions); Sponsored SB 2145 (defund G/T. Never got out of committee). Voted for SB 2 (Tax 
Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)
Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) Voted for the Senate 
amended HB21 for funding to come froomother means other than ESF. 2015: Voted for SB 1968 (prohibit payroll deduction for dues to 
professional organizations). Voted for SB 149 (created IGCs). Voted for SB 893 (do away with minimum salary schedules and compensate 
teachers based on "performance"). Voted for SB 4 (private school voucher "scholarships" using public franchize tax money).   Voted for SB 
14 (expand "parent trigger" laws, put struggling schools under private management and potential deregulation). Voted for A-F accountability 
(SB 6). 

Senate 
District 3

Robert Nichols  neutral Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase 
bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted 
NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 
(virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. Seat not up in 2020.

Information: first elected to the Texas Senate in 2006.  Up for re-election 2022. 2017 Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (Regulations of 
facilities); Voted for extending IGCs. Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 
(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Voted for SB 16(commission to make 
recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) Voted for the Senate amended HB21 for funding to come from 
other means other than ESF Contributors. 2015: Voted for SB 1968 (eliminate teacher payroll deductions for dues). Voted for SB 149 (IGCs).  
Voted against SB 4 (voucher "scholarship" bill). Voted for SB 14 ("parent trigger"/deregulation of struggling schools). Voted for A-F 
accountability bill (SB 6). 2013: voted for increased ed funding (SB 1). Voted against measure to move funds from transportation to education 
budget.  Votred against measures to increase education funding by taking money out of merit pay program. Voted for SB 1458 (TRS/retiree 
benefit increase). Voted for SB 2012 to raise standards for entering education profession.  Voted for creating Texas Teacher Residency 
Program.  voted for bill that would have reduced time spent on standardized testing in 3-8. Voted for bill to allow students with high scores to 
skip the exam some years.  Voted against bill to require schools to notify public if they don't have a full-time counselor (SB 401). Voted 
against bill to expand charters across the state.

Senate 
District 4

Brandon 
Creighton 

2020 - Greg Abbott 
2016: Texans for 
Fiscal Responsibility 
(Empower Texans), 
Texas Homeschool 
Coalition

unfriendly Authored legislation: SB243 - relating to the carrying or storage of a handgun by a school marshall.  SB 244 - relating to the number of school marshalls that may be appointed to serve on a public school campus or at 
a private school.Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to 
increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-
voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO 
SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. From website: "Brandon’s innovative approaches have impacted tax reform efforts in Texas, yielding more than $1 billion dollars in tax cuts for small 
business along with other franchise tax reforms. While his ultimate goal is repeal of the franchise tax, he will continue crafting stair-step solutions that fund key priorities and shrink the tax burden on Texas job 
creators. He is also working to reign-in runaway property taxes by reducing the amount your property tax bill can go up each year from 10% – 5%."

Information: UP FOR RE-ELECTION IN 2020. First elected to the Senate in 2014, served in the House from 2007-2014. Voting Record: 
2017 Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs.Voted for SB 13 (payroll deductions)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit 
Vouchers)Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) . 2015: voted 
for SB 1968 (prohibiting payroll deductions). Voted for SB 149 (IGCs). Voted for SB 893 (alternative compensation for educators). Voted for 
SB 4 (voucher/"scholarships"). Voted for SB 14 ("Parent triggers"/private takeover of struggling schools). Voted for SB 6  (A-F accountability). 
2013: voted for amendment to prohibit public education funds to be spent on private school vouchers.  Voted for SB 1458 to shore up TRS 
and give benefit increase.  Voted against HB 2012 to raise standards for new educators.  Voted against Texas Teacher Residency Program.  
Voted against amendment to require ASD schools to be subject to laws governing regular schools.  Voted against class size caps for ASDs.  
Voted against bill to require schools to notify public if a full-time counselor was not on staff.  Voted against an amanement that would have 
delayed the expansion of charter schools.

Jay Stittleburg neutral YES Project Manager.  Navy vet. From website: "Texas is not performing when it comes to educating our children.  For years the funding for public education has declined and the emphasis on standardized testing has blown up. This has resulted in Texas being ranked in the bottom 
10% nationally in public education, this approach is clearly not working. It is time to change the status quo and start working to improve the quality of public education in Texas, both for students and teachers. I will look at long term solutions for public education funding and 
taking care of our teachers, both current and retired." From survey: WHAT IS BROKEN? What is broken is how our public education system is funded, how we evaluate our school districts, schools, teachers and students and how we take care of our active and retired teachers 
in Texas.  This is a short sentence but is exactly why the state of Texas looms near the bottom 10% in public education nationally. I cannot claim to know all the answers in how to fix these problems, but what I do know, is that I will champion long term public education funding 
from the state level at a percentage that reduces the property tax burdens on our citizens, this includes closing loopholes in our tax laws that allows corporations to not pay their fair share in property taxes. We need to reevaluate the STAAR exams role in our public education 
system. I can understand the use of standardized testing, I took them when I was in school many years ago, but they were not the benchmark for everything in our educational system and they should not be now. We also need to do right by the teachers that put their trust in 
Texas when it comes to their retirement and healthcare when they chose to work in our public education system. We clearly have pension/retirement plans in Texas that work much more efficiently, local government plans as an example, and we need to work to ensure that 
these plans work for those that choose to enroll in them. We need elected officials in Austin that are willing to think outside of the box when it comes to public education and stop the status quo from continuing, otherwise we won’t be in the bottom 10% anymore, we will just be 
the bottom. 3 PRIORITIES: Long term funding plan from the state, Change the role of the STAAR exam in our system, TRS overhaul. FUNDING: Once again, Texas is near the bottom of the pack when it comes to per student funding in our public education system. I absolutely 
understand that simply throwing money at a problem does not fix the problem, but I also know that when we do not spend an appropriate amount on something as important as our public education system, it can never succeed. We need to increase our spending in a manner 
that has obtainable goals, which includes a long term plan in how we will accomplish this and metrics to measure the success.  And those metrics need to come from public education professionals and not politicians.  FINDING THE MONEY: We already know that the state 
doesn’t bring in enough revenue to cover all of its expenses, so we have to find increases in revenue to help us solve this problem. We must start by closing existing loopholes in our tax laws and evaluating other revenue streams that have not been reevaluated for years to 
ensure that they are being adjusted for inflation, population growth, etc. Again, I do not claim to be the expert on these items, but I do know that I have the political fortitude to try to change what is not working. PRIVATES/CHARTERS: I do not support the use of public funds for 
private/charter schools under any circumstances. That being said, I also do not necessarily know “all” of the circumstances that may surround this issue and I would listen to arguments for certain circumstances, but it would have to show a benefit for the majority to earn my 
support. STAAR: I do not support the STAAR test in its current form. There is nothing wrong, in my opinion, in giving a standardized test, I took them in school, to use as a tool to evaluate where, in general, kids are in their learning, but it should not be the sole basis for 
evaluating school districts, schools, teachers or our kids. Some people are not good standardized test takers, but that doesn’t mean that they are not learning and progressing and not every student is on the same playing field, so to speak, even if they are in the same grade.  
That is just not how life and learning work. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: As I stated above, in #6, the STAAR tests should not be the sole deciding factor in education. I am certainly more in support of IGCs and determination by the teachers, staff and parents that interact 
with that child on a daily basis to determine their progress. IGCs: I personally like the concept of the IGC committees. I certainly think it offers some benefits to those that may not fare well on standardized testing yet still be able to graduate. I am actually not certain why there is 
push back on making IGCs permanent, but I would be in favor of doing this as it just seems the right thing to do in our current state. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: My personal feeling on this is I find it hard to believe that a school can receive a single letter grade that considers 
the many variables that exist to evaluate a school on its performance that is easy to understand for a parent. I know the reason for the letter grades is to give parents some form of indicator of the public schools and where they may choose to live and send their kids to school, 
but I feel that a single letter grade is really not fair to the schools or the parents. I also know the state split these grades into three areas of evaluation and then an overall grade is developed from those individual grades, but the formulas used are complex and likely not easy for a 
parent, or school, to decipher how everything is weighted. This system would also require periodic review of these formulas, otherwise it will turn into the mess that the “Robinhood” program is because of the complex formulas and the lack of periodic and timely reviews and 
change these over time. I know there is a lot of debate on the pros and cons of this system, but I am not convinced that this is a fair judge of all the factors for parents or schools.  MERIT PAY: Having worked on the civilian work force for 15 years and knowing that there is pay 
tied to certain performance factors, I am not wholly opposed to things such as merit pay. However, I am opposed to merit pay being tied to standardized testing scores and would need to see a list of performance factors that relate to student performance or extra tasks that 
would warrant such pay. I do believe that the best at a profession should be rewarded for their work in their compensation, but there has to be clearly defined factors that are acceptable for having a merit pay program. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: I do feel strongly that there 
should be capped class sizes in order to maintain a certain level of interaction in the classroom and I can’t say that I am totally opposed to being able to get a waiver under certain circumstances, as nothing in life in this realm is simply black and white, but I also know that 
allowing waivers can set things up for the system being used in an improper manner. To me, there would have to be compelling reasons from public education professionals to grant this type of waiver. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Like any company that wants to 
retain its best employees, there needs to be a culture that attracts those good folks and benefits that keeps those good folks. Teachers need to be treated for what they are and do, educate the future of our country. I understand that an educated population is the best tool to 
maintain an active and vibrant democracy. In order for us to do that in Texas, we need to compensate our teachers accordingly and work to improve our stance nationwide on where we stand in regard to compensation. We need to have a retirement plan that entices people to 
want to be educators and when they work hard and earn that retirement, it is there for them and can support them in retirement and we need to have people that advocate for public education and ensure that people understand that a students or a teachers progress should not 
be based on a single standardized test score, it should be based on how those students and teachers progress year over year. Can we pay for everything in the first year, I highly doubt it, but we must start by closing loopholes in our laws that favor some and prevent everyone 
from paying their fair share, especially in tax laws for corporations. We must have the fortitude to start somewhere and evaluate year after year to see how we can adjust and ensure that our tax dollars are being spent in areas that have the greatest benefit and continue to strive 
for ensuring that the state has the revenue to invest in the future of Texas. COLAs: Some might think the right answer is every year, but I just don’t think that is necessarily feasible, although I know the wrong answer is every 10+ years.  The retirement program needs to consider 
what it needs to do to give cost of living increase on some regular basis, maybe every 3 to 5 years.  We just shouldn’t settle for allowing inflation and local economic changes put retired teachers so far behind before anything is done to try to adjust. TRS CARE: This is a problem 
that requires action not only by the state government, but also by our federal elected officials. The continued rising healthcare costs in general do not help us solve this problem with the TRS-Care system. The state does need to do their job in ensuring that this system is funded, 
and we need to ensure that the costs of the premium does not take up the entire amount of a person’s pension. My take is, if my current company can find plans that are affordable and have reasonable premiums, deductibles and out of pocket maximums, then so can the state, 
if they are willing to do the work, which I often question. TRS RETIREMENT: We need to fix the TRS benefit plan and ensure it has stable longevity for our teachers. It needs to be funded properly and evaluated often and we need professionals that understand this to help the 
state make the right decisions and stop letting politicians that do not or don’t want to understand the importance of educators in our society. To change to a 401k plan does not seem to be the right answer to me, what it is, is an easy way for lazy, uncommitted legislators to not 
deal with the issue directly. 25x25:  yes.  We need to do better in this state with our public schools and I know that just putting more money at something doesn't fix the problem, there are many other things that need to change as well, but we need to ensure that we are 
allocating enough funds to be able to provide a quality education.  jaystittleburg@gmail.com

Cameron Brock brockfortexas@gmail.com
Senate 
District 5

Charles 
Schwertner

2018: Texans for 
Fiscal Responsibilty 
(Empower Texans), 
Texas Homeschool 
Coalition, 2012 - 
Texans for Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

unfriendly Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual 
ed-voted No; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted No; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO\o; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; 
Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted N0. Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual 
school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. Seat not up in 2020. 

 Information: Doctor (orthopedic surgeon). First elected to Texas Senate in 2012, served one term previously in House. Up for re-election in 
2022. Voting Record:  2017 Update:Sponsored SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs. Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)
Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. 
Gov/Speaker)Sponsored SB 19 (teacher bonuses and retiree insurance assistance); 2015-Voted to prohibit payroll deductions for 
professional dues; Voted for IGCs. Voted for teacher performance pay (SB 893). Voted for SB 4 (private school voucher "scholarships"

Senate 
District 6

Carol Alvarado Friendly Authored legislation: SB326 - relating to the salary paid to certain professional employees of public schools. SB394 - relating to a transportation allotment for school districts required to take 
action to reduce wealth per student.Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove 
merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-
voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school 
districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: elected to the Senate in special election 12/2018. Up for re-election to full term in 2020.  First elected to the 
Texas House in 2008.  She served on the House Higher Education Committee.  Voting record in House: For reduce testing. 
Voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR tests a pathway to graduate.  For suicide 
prevention training.  For increase PK funding.  For limited PK class sizes.  Against home rule.  For increase funding for Pub 
Ed.  Against Pub Ed money being spent on vouchers.  For increasing TRS funding.   Voted for teacher quality bill.  For 
Teacher Residency Program.   For the Achievement School District bill to require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining 
to teacher rights and benefits, discipline and class-size limits. For smaller class sizes in low performing schools.  Voted to 
delay expansion of charter schools. 2013-had a $5,000. contribution from John Arnold.   2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 
(remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill)  NOTE: 
currently running in special election for SD 6 (held December 11). Voting record from House - no voting record in Senate, 
newly elected. 

Timothy Duffield tduffield@gmail.com
Senate 
District 7

Paul Bettencourt 2018 - Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans, Texas 
Homeschool 
Coalition 2014 - 
Texans for Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

unfriendly Serves on the Education Committee. Authored legislation: SB280 - relating to the powers and duties of the Board of Trustees of an independent school district.  SB251 - relating to courses offered jointly by public 
junior colleges and independent school districts. SB1231 - Relating to providing certain public and private school administrators with information regarding certain child abuse and neglect investigations and 
allegations. SB1477 - Relating to eliminating the requirement that certain top high school graduates be granted automatic admission to certain universities and eliminating the scholarship program for those graduates 
to attend certain institutions. SB 1476 - Relating to the requirement for certain administrators of certain educational entities to report certain educator misconduct to the State Board for Educator Certification. Co-
sponsor SB406 - Relating to the carrying or storage of a handgun by a school marshal.. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted 
No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K 
raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax 
bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: Elected to the Senate in 2014.   Up for re-election 2022.  Former Harris County Tax Assessor. Serves on the Education 
committee and the Commission on Public School FInance. Voting Record: Voted for an accountability bill to assign "A" through "F" letter 
grades to school campuses.  Voted for a bill to expand "parent trigger" laws in Texas and make it easier for struggling schools to be placed 
under private management and subject to deregulation upon a by parents. Voted for a private school voucher "scholarship" bill that would 
divert state franchise tax dollars away from the state budget and use them to subsidize private and religious schools that are not held 
accountable to taxpayers and voters.  Voted for a bill to do away with the minimum salary schedule for teachers and compel school districts 
to evaluate and compensate their teachers based on measures that are potentially unreliable, such as students' standardized test score 
data. Voted for a bill to prohibit school districts and other governmental entities from offering payroll deduction as a means of letting their 
employees pay voluntary dues to professional associations.  Voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR 
tests a pathway to graduate.   2017 Update:Sponsored SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs.; Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School 
Finance Bill)  Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Sponsor SB 2 (tax credit vouchers)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 
16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Sponsored SB 19 (teacher bonuses 
and retiree insurance assistance)

Senate 
District 8

Angela Paxton 2018 - Empower 
Texans/Texans for 
Fiscal Reponsibility

unfriendly Serves on the Education Committee. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).  HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-
voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to 
eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer 
funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. Seat not up in 2020.

Information: First elected to the Senate in 2018.  Up for re-election 2022.  Ken Paxton's wife. Taught pre-calculus, trigonometry, geometry, 
and college algebra. For the past 11 years, worked at Legacy Christian Academy in Frisco. From website ":I will defend the right and 
responsibility of parents to make educational decisions for their children. We must reform teacher retention practices so we can keep the 
brightest and best educators in the classroom.  We must reduce bureaucracy and remove mandates that do not lead to efficiencies or better 
student learning.  I support expanded opportunities for parents to choose public, private, and home school options that meets the individual 
needs of their children."  No voting record, new to Senate. 

Senate 
District 9

Kelly Hancock 2018 - Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans, 2012 - 
Empower 
Texans/Texans for 
Fiscal Responsibility

unfriendly Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual 
ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; 
Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO. Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill).   Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual 
school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. Seat not up in 2020.

Information: elected to the Senate in 2012 after 3 terms in House.  Up for re-election in 2022.  In an exchange with former school board 
member, said in no uncertain terms that schools do not need more money even though he admits that the system is broken. Points out that 
52% of state spending is on education, fails to acknowledge that amounts to only 38% of public education budget. Voting record: 2017 
Update:Sponsored SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs.;  Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit 
Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker); 

Senate 
District 10

Beverly Powell 2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT, Texas Parent 
PAC

Friendly Serves on the Education Committee. Authored legislation: SB351 - relating to indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system.Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).  HB3 
Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to 
add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax 
bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. Seat not up in 2020.

Information: First elected to Senate in 2018.  Up for re-election in 2022. Background in real estate and residential development.   Resigned from Burleson 
ISD School Board to run for Senate. Mom: TX history teacher & coach.  "...we must invest in TX neighborhood schools & oppose efforts to impose a state 
funded voucher system. ...ensure that Texas students have high-quality instruction... provide Texas teachers with the tools & resources they need to help our 
kids succeed. ...we must reduce the emphasis on high-stakes standardized testing and instead emphasize a critical thinking and analytical reasoning based 
curriculum to accelerate the levels of student achievement. ... reform our state’s district assessment criteria, working towards a criteria that more clearly 
analyzes campus, district & state performance. ...Texas leaders must promote the state’s community colleges & universities and invest in innovative research 
& development that will allow Texas to continue to lead globally in the decades ahead. ...will work to maintain set-aside and equalization grants utilized by 
Texas students of all backgrounds, including low and middle-income families, that make obtaining a college degree affordable." No voting record, new to 
Senate. 

Senate 
District 11

Larry Taylor    2020 - Greg Abbott 
2012 - Empower 
Texans/Texans for 
Fiscal Responsibility  
2016 - Texas 
Homeschool 
Coalition, Dan 
Patrick. 

unfriendly Chair, Education Committee.  Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).  HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; 
Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted No; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted No; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted No; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra 
STAAR writing tests-voted No; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted No.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded 
lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). From website: "Larry supports more local control for school districts and will vote to reduce or eliminate many of the unfunded mandates that currently burden 
public schools." Grade from Project Educo: F. 

Information: First elected to the Senate in 2012, after 10 years in the House.  Up for re-election 2020. Senate Education Committee and 
Higher Education Committee Chair.   Website statement on education: "Larry supports more local control for school districts and will vote to 
reduce or eliminate many of the unfunded mandates that currently burden public schools." Voting Record: 2017 Update:Sponsored SB3 
ESAs (vouchers); Sponsored SJR 42 which would make for-profit charters tax exempt.; Voted for extending IGCs.Voted for SB 13 (payroll 
deductions); Sponsored SB 2145 (defund G/T. Never got out of committee). Sponsor SB 2 (tax credit vouchers)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit 
Vouchers); Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Voted for 
SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Sponsored SB 19 (teacher 
bonuses and retiree insurance assistance). 2015: Voted for bill against payroll deduction of professional organization dues.(SB1968).  Voted 
for SB 149 which was the original bill that created IGCs for students who didn't meet graduation requirements.  Voted for SB 893 which 
would have done away with teacher minimum salary schedule and tied pay to testing.  Authored SB 4 (voucher "scholarships" to private and 
religious schools).  Authored SB 14, sponsored by Texans for Education Reform, which would have expanded "parent trigger" laws.  
Authored SB 6 (assigned letter grades to school campuses for accountability purposes); 2013: Voted for SB 1 to increase funding for public 
education; voted against SJR 1 which would have moved $200 million from transportation budget to education; voted against SJR 1 and 
Watson and Davis amendments that would have taken money out of merit pay program and restored it to public education funding.   

Susan Criss neutral YES Attorney. Website very basic, does call for increased funding for schools. WHAT IS BROKEN? Funding is broken. I would fight to ensure that public schools are adequately funded.The educational and security needs 
of children with special needs have not been met. That has to change. School safety is a broken component. Common sense gun laws must be passed. Testing has been prioritized over teaching. Teachers should be 
allowed to teach. School ratings should not be overly dependent on test scores. Some of the purported improvements with SB3 are more about political posturing than really improving education. Yes some funding 
was restored but all of the prior years cuts were not restored. The retirement increases are not permanent or guaranteed for the future. Also what is not discussed enough is the large portion of the “increase in 
education funding” that actually went to the federal government to pay fines for not meeting minimum federal guidelines for special needs students.  PRIORITIES: Funding, safety, teaching over testing.  FUNDING 
LEVELS: Increased. The Texas Constitution mandates that the legislature adequately fund public education. MONEY FOR FUNDING: If our state could afford to send so much money to the border then we can find 
the money to adequately fund education. Corporate tax breaks can be removed or reduced. This is about budget priorities. Public education funding must be a priority. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: No circumstances 
(editor note: does not support under any circumstances). SUPPORT STAAR AS IS: No. I would listen to teachers regarding what should be changed. ADVANCEMENT: It (STAAR) should not be the primary measure. 
I support IGCs/determination by teachers, staff & parents.  IGC: I support them and would support ending the sunset date. A-F SCHOOL RATING:I know that A-F rating system for schools appears to be easy for 
parents to understand due our historic reliance on that for students. However that simplified rating system can be misleading due to an over dependence on standardized test results. Parent surveys and student clubs 
and other factors should be included.  MERIT PAY:  Teacher pay should not be tied to test scores, student performance or a series of extra tasks. SUPPORT CAPS/WAIVERS: Yes (Supports caps). No. (Does not 
support waivers). TEACHER RETENTION: To attract and retain the best teachers we must do better with pay, benefits and retirement. We must also let them teach without imposing arbitrary and meaningless testing. 
And we must enact common sense gun laws to make schools safer.  COLAs: Teachers should get cost of living raises more often than now. How often exactly I am not sure about imposing an exact time.  RISING 
TRS COSTS: Retired teachers should not be burdened with those rising costs without comparable raises in pay.The Legislature sets the budget every two years. The economy, cost of living  and state resources must 
always be considered in deciding when to include such raises. TRS: I support keeping TRS as a defined benefit plan. Teachers need to be able to rely on the retirement that was bargained for and earned.  SUPPORT 
25x25: Yes I would do that at a minimum but I think we can and should do better. 
 

judgecriss@aol.com

Margarita Ruiz 
Johnson

neutral Yes Retired. From website: "Improving the quality of education our children get, to make them competitive in our present international markets, and working on teacher SALARIES and improving working conditions for our 
educators."WHAT IS BROKEN?:  There are some areas that we can improve: The number of children in a class room should be smaller, the number of councellors should be increase, we should not have weapons in 
schools, we should have better security for our children and teachers and the building should be wire and have the best technologies to train our children for the jobs of the future.  Teachers should be pay what they 
are worth relative to other jobs in the market place. All these issues can be addressed by making teachers part of the process and using all the funds in the "rain Fund" from gambling available for education as it was 
intended. PRIORITIES: The top priorities in public education are pay for teachers, classroom size and security.  FUNDING: We are not even close to where we need to be funding our school.  You get what you pay 
for and we can't hold on to our best teachers in a system where teachers and children are not valued by our society.FINDING THE MONEY: I would take the money from" the rainy fund budget", and if needed tax 
large corporations within our communities since they would be the beneficiaries of a well educated and trainned citizenry. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I would not support the use of public funds for any form of private 
schools.TESTING: Teachers are spending too much time teaching for exams and it is counterproductive for the teachers and the students.  The exam should be shorter, directly related to measurable outcomes that 
able to predict future success, academically.GRADE PROMOTION: Many students don't do well in written exams for many reasons.  Others methods of evaluation should be employ to determine future academic 
achievement by academia and parents at the local level.  IGCs: About IGC: if something is not broken, we should not try to fix it or get rid of it.  A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Some schools are trying the Pass and Fail 
method. It depends on the subject, the mission of the school and parental expectations at the local level.  MERIT PAY: Merit pay should be a function of educational attainment, continuing education courses, and self 
improvement, commitment to the mission of the school and maybe a score on % of "exit outcomes" or graduation rates for the school. CLASS SIZE:  The smaller the class the better the outcomes for the teacher and 
the student.  Students with special needs should be supported and funded to insured their sucess.  The waivers for classroom size should be nationally unconstitutional!  SALARIES: The salaries for teachers is all 
over the place in Texas.  In the countryside you can't get good teachers nor hold on to them due to low salaries and the long distances that teachers have to drive to get there. Everyone has to give a little to improve 
our education standards and the climate for our teachers and students:  the local community, the state, and federal goverment and the 1% who has done so very well in the last 15 years.  COLAS: Social Security and 
City pensions funds have a yearly increase in the cost of living adjustment. Retired teachers should get it also.  TRS: I am not an expert on TRS, since I left the field a long time ago.  In my case, I rolled over all the 
funds I had into an IRA into USAA and  I am keeping those funds there and used them only when needed. 25x25 We are so far behind that I don't know if we can ever catch up unless there is a serious commitment 
from the Texas Legislature to our children and our educators.  I will commit to working towards the challenge of putting Texas in the middle of the pack, meeting the national average, if that is what your agreement is.  
I think we should do better for the future of our children is at stake and we keep losing good teachers to a broken political system! ElectMRJ@protonmail.com

Jared Wissel jwissel09@gmail.com
Senate 
District 12

Jane Nelson   2020 - Greg Abbott unfriendly Authored legislation: SB3 - relating to additional funding to school districts for classroom teacher salaries.SB383 - relating to a highway toll exemption for public school busses. SB435 - relating to recommendations by 
local school health advisory councils regarding opioid addiction and abuse education in public schools. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-
based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other 
professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school 
districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. 

Information:  First elected to the Senate in 1992.  Up for re-election in 2020. Former 2-term member of SBOE.  Former school teacher.   
Highest ranking Republican in the Senate. Voting record: 2017 Update:Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers); voted against extending 
IGCs;  Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions); Sponsor SB 2 (tax credit vouchers)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted for SB 16
(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) Sponsored SB 19 (teacher bonuses and 
retiree insurance assistance)

Randy Daniels NR Business owner.  No website available.  Didn't respond to survey, DMN also says he didn't respond to theirs. randydaniels@att.net, randydaniels@me.com

Shadi Zitoon Dallas Morning 
News

neutral Yes Quality Analyst. From survey: WHAT IS BROKEN? Politicians who call schools broken, without offering specifics, demonstrate that they may not be interested in recognizing the incredible work teachers do, sometimes under extremely difficult circumstances. Overall, Texas 
schools provide a great education to the majority of school-aged children. However, the quality of education is far too often dependent on the wealth of the surrounding community/neighborhood. All students deserve equal access to quality education, and schools and 
communities need to work to ensure that students and their parents are well taken care of so the children can focus on learning. We must increase funding to our schools so they can implement programs that help our students better prepare for the future through such programs 
as universal Pre-K and increased school social workers/counselors to help students and their families deal with emotional and social issues.  PRIORITIES: Teacher pay, Universal Pre-K, Ending high stakes testing. SCHOOL FUNDING: School funding must be increased. Our 
teachers are already underpaid and overworked, and far too many schools are overcrowded. Several of the issues currently plaguing our schools can be addressed by providing proper funding. Teachers deserve pay that is in keeping with their status as professionals, and 
students are the principal benefactors of smaller teacher/student ratios, quality Pre-K programs, good infrastructure, and exemplary mentoring and health programs. None of these factors can be adequately addressed by current funding, let alone a decrease in funding.   
FINDING THE MONEY: Several other states have reaped the benefits of income produced by legalizing medical and recreational marijana. These states have funneled tax revenues from marijana sales toward educational programs, and they serve as a model for what Texas 
could do. We also need legislation to ensure corporations are paying their fair share and not pushing all the burden onto the individual tax-payers.  CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: I don’t support using public money for charter/ private schools. If we really want to ensure all children 
receive a top tier education, we need to invest in our public schools and not divert much-needed money to private entities.  STAAR: Current high stakes testing does not allow teachers to provide differentiated instruction to their students. We do need to measure childrens’ 
progress but current methods really only measure a child’s ability to take a test. It is better if we use teacher-made assessments. This assures that testing fits the content that has actually been taught by the teacher. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: STAAR testing should not 
be the primary measure to determine advancement. I support advancement determined by a collaboration between teachers, parents, and the student based on comprehension of the standards required for the course/grade. Teachers in the classroom are always going to know 
more about a child’s capabilities than a standardized test will.  IGCs: IGC committees are a good alternative for current students who may have trouble with STAAR testing. I think we should not have a sunset date for these committees; we should expand the use of a similar 
system to determine the advancement for all students rather than the current high stakes testing that is being used.  A-F SCHOOL EVALUATION: A-F is an ineffective evaluation tool for campuses. Based heavily on standardized test scores, the socioeconomic status of the 
school is the single best predictor of the grade. Using a single grade cannot adequately describe the state of a school district. Using a single grade tells a school with a good grade ‘all is well’ and a school with a bad grade ‘all must change’ when in both cases it is likely 
inaccurate. MERIT PAY: Teachers should be evaluated by the improvement of their students, as individuals, rather than by standardized test scores. A teacher has no control over the students they get or the assistance parents will give. Teachers need to be focused on 
teaching; basing merit pay on additional tasks is not going to have the teachers focusing on teaching. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: The more individual instruction a student gets the better, and as such I support class size caps. If teachers have too many students then they 
can’t effectively provide instruction based on the needs of their students because they won’t be able to spend enough time with each student to understand those needs. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: We need to pay teachers in keeping with what they are: well-
educated professionals. They should be paid and have benefits like any other professional, which includes high quality benefits. Legalizing marijana and taxing the sales, and ensuring corporations are paying their fair share will provide additional income for our schools. COLAs: 
Retired teachers should receive yearly cost of living increases, pegged to inflation. TRS CARE: The ultimate solution is having the federal government pass a version of Medicare-for-All. From a state perspective, we can expand Medicaid by accepting the federal money being 
offered for this purpose. This would reduce cost for all by allowing Medicaid to pay for people who are currently uninsured and whose cost of care is passed on to the rest of us. TRS PENSION: The TRS is greatly underfunded largely due to the neglect of our previous 
legislatures. We need to properly fund the TRS and ensuring better cost estimations from the TRS. I prefer the stability a pension plan provides over the unpredictability of having to depend on the stock market for retirement. 25x25: Yes, we need to increase funding to our 
schools. The old adage, “You get what you pay for” is relevant here. Until we are willing to fund our schools at a level more inline with the rest of the nation we are going to have substandard state-wide results. 

shadizitoon2020@gmail.com

Senate 
District 13

Borris Miles    2016 - TSTA friendly Authored legislation:SB299 - requiring public schools and open-enrollment charters to notify parents if the school does not have an all-day nurse, counselor, or librarian. SB301 - class size limits in public school pre-k. 
SB304 - relating to reporting and disseminating information regarding public school disciplinary actions. SB287 - relating to the availability of free prekindergarten programs in public schools. SB184 - relating to a 
sales and use tax exemption for school supplies purchased by certain teachers for a limited period. SB392 - relating to discretionary disciplinary action by public school districts regarding nonviolent offenses and the 
adjudication of a child who engages in conduct that constitutes a nonviolent offense on school property. SB419 - relating to the inclusion of American principles, including social injustice and civil rights concepts, in the 
public school curriculum and instructional materials and in training materials and resources for use by school districts. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep 
outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 
to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 
(remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. 

Information: elected to Texas Senate in 2016. Up for re-election in 2020. Voting record: 2017 Update:Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers); 
Voted for extending IGCs.Voted against SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted against SB 16
(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) 

William Booher Unfriendly Per brief blurb on website, supports school choice. From website: School Choice: Parents are the chief decision maker B. Accountability C. Diversity of offerings • Vouchers, Charter, Magnet • Input/Output, 
Opportunity Provided, Academics; Alignment of Community College Offerings: A. Partner w/ local business to design localized 2-year program offerings B. Allow last 2-years of high school to be completed in 
community college programs C. Localize control of programs; Business-Government Partnerships: A. Direct intervention programs B. Training/Development programs C. Tax incentives william@booher2020txsenate13.org

Milinda Morris neutral Physician. Website doesn't mention education but calls for an end to taxpayer funded lobbying.  Information collected from candidate provided AFT Survey: EDUCATOR PAY: willing to champion increased funding for 
public schools, supports across the board pay raise for teachers and support staff raises to at least $15 an hour. PRIVATIZATION: Supports charters, but says she also supports them having the same standards and 
accountability as public schools and would support a moratorium on charters pending an impact assessment. Supports the repeal of DOI and legislation that promotes private/public partnerships. TESTING: Supports 
reduced class time spent on testing, opposes tying teacher pay to testing or student surveys, supports repealing A-F system. Supports allowing state takeover of "failing" schools. PAYROLL DEDUCTION: Contradicts 
her position on her website by claiming to support teacher payroll deduction for union dues. RETIREMENT: Supports keeping defined benefit, supports typing COLAs to inflation, supports increasing state contribution 
to TRS.  HEALTHCARE: supports increased state contribution to teacher healthcare system, but opposes state expansion of medicaid.  Additonal comment by candidate under healthcare: "I will support the creation 
of a private healthcare insurance program for Texas educators which is partially funded by the state."  DUE PROCESS: Supports law requring districts to provide a written notice for empoloyee termination and a 
hearing for the employee to be heard. LABOR: Supports giving educators the right to collectively bargain and school boards the right to hire an outside group to lobby for them (again contradicting her website 
position). Does not support repealing law requiring striking teachers to be fired. PRE-K: supports expanding access and fully funding Pre-k in funding formulas. STUDENT DISCIPLINE: supports law to remove 
persistently disruptive students and law to fund more programs aimed at positive behavior intervention. Supports Plyer v. Doe (protecting undocumented students' right to an education).  Supports defined work day for 
educators. milindammd4senatesd13@gmail.com

Richard Andrews neutral Yes Physician. Education not part of platform on website. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? What’s broken is that public schools in USA and in Texas are historically underfunded over the last few decades. I favor 
robust funding for public schools from general revenues rather than from local taxes, in order to provide comparable per-student funding. PRIORITIES: 1. defer to Texas education experts rather than insisting on 
things like teaching for the test. 2. use funding mechanisms that don’t urther penalize schools in poor communities.  3. study many other models from around the world (such as Finland) to see if there are successful 
education ideas that we can adapt for Texas. FUNDING: It should increase.  FINDING THE MONEY: This task was complicated a bit by the recent referendum that made it harder to consider a Texas income tax. I 
favor increasing corporate taxes and decreasing loopholes, decreasing or eliminating subsidies for less desirable industries/products such as oil, and legalizing and taxing marijuana. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: As a 
general rule I do not favor public funds being used for private charter schools. However, there may be some forms of charter school that could be deemed effective. In those limited situations, it would be important that 
these schools not be allowed to siphon off less needy students from public schools, and should be kept to similar standards as those applied to public schools. STAAR: ? Based on what I know, I oppose the STAAR 
testing in current form. As a doctor I am expected to favor evidence-based concepts and treatments, and this should be used with standardized testing. From what I understand STAAR is not so accurate at measuring 
how much kids have learned. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: STAAR should not be the primary measure I favor an individualized plan for each student. IGCs: If IGC committees are used to assess individual 
student performance I think they can be a useful mechanism instead of or in addition to standardized testing.  They should not be subject to sunset unless a better alternative is found. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I 
oppose the use of “F” and the term “failure”. I note that many high performing school systems around the world don’t use the term. Kids in these systems have individualized plans and are advanced along with their 
same-age peers. MERIT PAY: I think teachers in general deserve higher pay, and I oppose their pay being STAAR-linked. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: class size caps are critical for ensuring appropriate teaching 
quality. Waivers should be rare and used for special circumstances only.  ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: In states/countries where teachers have higher social status and benefits, the kids tend to perform 
better. As noted above, I favor increased corporate and financial sector taxes, and legalization/taxation of mariuana to raise revenue. However, I think other school staff also deserve improved compensation. COLAs: 
Annually. TRS CARE: the state should implement reforms that keep the cost of health care reasonable, for example legislating drug price controls, and using wellness incentives to keep retirees healthy. TRS: I 
opposed 401(k) type plans from the outset, I favor defined benefit plans. 401(k)’s strike me as a way to suck people’s retirement money into the stock market. 25x25: yes, absolutely. 



` NAME ENDORSEMENTS RATING SUPPORTS 25X25? CURRENT SESSION HISTORY CONTACT INFORMATION
Melissa Morris neutral No (noncommital answer) Attorney. From survey: WHAT IS BROKEN? I don’t believe that the public education system is broken. I believe that the focus of the education system has shifted from the full development of children to a performance- based achievement system and children are emotionally 

and psychologically ill-prepared for adulthood. That coupled with an inability to apply concepts that they learn to their lives, which feeds into problematic behaviors and situations. I believe the way to addressing most issues in school is to empower and compensate teachers so 
that they can motivated and pique the interest of children. PRIORITIES: Engagement and Enrichment of the student, Mental health prevention, treatment and intervention, Parental involvement, participation and support. FUNDING: An increase in funding could certainly be put to 
use but is not necessarily required at this time. There are a lot of mandates that are not funded but if the funds that are already allocated are be more evenly distributed, the system would certainly see the benefits without having to decide from where to get more funding. 
FINDING THE MONEY: If I had my druthers, and school funding is increased, perhaps we can appropriate some of the money appropriated for juvenile incarceration and re-purpose money that is used to house offenders from 10-16 (children of color make up more than 75% of 
the population of TYC and spend it in the schools to improve the schools to which they attend. I would not be opposed to adding a discretionary fee or sanction some of the pretrial conditions if appropriate to allocate a portion for fees. While these are just thoughts, I would like to 
get a committee together to research where to get the money, especially since a property tax increase would not be well received. I am also researching the topic and would love to elaborate after doing so and if granted an interview, I’ll be prepared to discuss further. The same 
is true for the answer to #25. I am not versed enough in that matter to develop an opinion without doing more information gathering.  CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: While I do support inter-district transfers to matriculate at schools that focus on the areas of study in which the child is 
most interested, I do not support the use of public funds to pay for privatized education. All money allocated for education should be poured into increasing the success of the children who attend public schools.  STAAR: I do not support the STAAR in its current form. What I 
gathered from the educators and administrators regarding these issues, the STAAR test is not an accurate or fair assessment of the child’s mastery of the material. While a lot of standardized tests put pressure on the children, the stress associated with the past assessment 
tests that were previously used (TAKS, TAAS) in high school to assess minimum skills for graduation seem more justified. My understanding from the teachers are that even if you-re a well-intentioned and innovative teacher who does not intend to “teach the test” the strict 
timelines and consequences associated with the administration of the STAAR test results in teaching the test. Further, the life skills and application of concepts is missed in the instruction since the test becomes the focus of the curriculum. As a parent of a 5th grader, I was 
surprised and disappointed that my daughter woke up in the middle of the night before the test last year saying she was scared to fail the STAAR, so she didn’t want to go to school. Three other parents remarked the same stress on their children. Further, the dissonance 
between the everyday curriculum and the STAAR test scores show that at least one is sometimes a better assessment. That coupled with test anxiety, cultural and socioeconomical disparities make the STAAR exam an ineffective vehicle for measuring achievement in its current 
form.  ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION:  In the same vein, I do not believe that the STAAR test is the primary measure of advancement. In general, no one’s entire experience of anything should be reduced to a snapshot. I support all vehicles which evaluate a student’s success 
based on all of the factors which play apart in deciding one’s readiness for graduation and life there-after. IGCs: Individual graduation committees are a good answer to the draconian nature of pass or fail tests. I would support ending the sunset date if we can find ways to 
equalize the graduation requirements to support a path to graduation, without having passed the appropriate exam, without the aid of such a committee. In my research, I understand that there are criteria for graduation that is considered by the committee. I’d be comfortable with 
the sunset of this program if the requirements for graduation incorporate the alternate criteria. For example, if the child has not passed the exam and the ICG would make recommendations for the child to exhibit mastery in another way (special accommodations or additional 
classes or projects), a path to alternative graduation eligibility should be designated and the completion of those requirements made the child eligible for graduation, they would not need an individual committee.  A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Designation of an A-F of a campus 
only hurts the students and the teachers. It not only places a stigma on particular schools which make them less attractive to students who have choices in schools, but subjects the schools with poor ratings subject to overhaul by the state and teachers are displaced and forced 
to reapply (if the teacher has a rating that allows it) and students are dragged along through the transition. I believe such a rating system is both ineffective and damaging and I believe it affects schools that service communities of color or impoverished areas more so than any 
others. MERIT PAY: A. Grade a teacher’s merit or achievement based on test scores since that is not primarily in their control and therefore not a true reflection of the teacher’s achievement. B. Teachers who teach non-core classes are not going to be subject to STAAR results. 
C. Children’s growth and development cannot be determined with empirical data alone. I do support merit pay as an incentive or bonus for teachers who exceed expectations by: a. Creating and implementing programs and events that motivate, intrigue or challenge the students 
to develop more interest in class material. b. Offering extra tutoring or help with students who are interested. c. Beginning an extracurricular program All merit pay should be in addition to an increase in pay altogether so that it is not required to focus on activities for which extra 
money is available and not be attentive to the main curriculum. 11. Do you support class size caps? Should districts be allowed to get waivers for these caps? I absolutely believe in class size caps, especially in elementary schools. Waivers should only be given under emergent 
circumstances and only for classes that are taught in tandem with at least another teacher or paraprofessional.  ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Higher pay (starting salary in the $60k’s, Geographical restriction on reassigning teachers to other schools in the district, 
Protection and support with parental concerns from faculty where teachers believe they are not at risk for discipline on the complaint of every parent, Tax deductions for money spent out of pocket for use in the classroom, More support with disciplinary issues, Grants and 
incentives for higher education of teachers, Give teachers an opportunity and incentive to create curriculum, start clubs and organizations and grant exemptions of certain tasks due to seniority, Addressing retirement as in Response #15 below. COLAs: The cost of living 
increase should be yearly and should follow the Social Security Administration’s Cost of Living Adjustment. The Social Security Administration’s COLA is calculated yearly as well, based on the circumstances of the economy in the third quarter of the last year. The TRS should 
follow suit.  TRS CARE: I am not sure how to attack this problem since it’s a part of a bigger social issue. Healthcare costs are crippling for working teachers, so it stands to reason the same is true for the retired ones. Both need to be addressed but I will frankly need more time 
to come up with a solution and request an opportunity to supplement this answer. TRS PENSION: I support the TRS defined benefit plan because educators with whom Ive spoken appreciate the fact that TRS acts like a pension and is not subject to the volatility of the market. I’
ve also heard that the retirement is insufficient because it is not a vehicle to amass wealth or grow the mandatory investment. Both groups of educators agree that an option to split the contribution between the two vehicles, a 401k and the annuity would achieve some financial 
goals teachers forfeit when choosing this profession. Ostensibly, the amount contributed would need to increase to achieve the retirement aspirations but if the pay was increased, the amount of contribution can comfortably be increased as well. 25x25: Needs to do more 
research. Attymmorris@morrisforsenate2020.com

Senate 
District 14

Kirk Watson 2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT

friendly Serves on the Education Committee. Authored legislation: SB343 - relating to the information required to be included in or with a school district ad valorem tax bill.Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB12 
(TRS contributions). Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-
voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; 
Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school 
vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. Seat not up in 2020.

Information: first elected to Senate in 2006.  Up for re-election in 2022. Voting Record: Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for 
extending IGCs. Voted against SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted against SB 16(commission to 
make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) 

Senate 
District 15

John Whitmire 2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT

Friendly Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase 
bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted 
YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual 
school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: has served in the Senate since 1983.  He is the Dean of the Senate and one of the longest tenured members.   Voting record: 
2017 Update: Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs.)Voted against SB13 (to prohibit payroll deductions of 
professional dues); 2015- Voted against bill to prohibit payroll deducted professional dues; Voted against vouchers and a merit pay system; 
voted for alt. grad.to STAAR; 2013-Voted for increased funding of public education; for reduced testing time (STAAR); voted to "shore up" 
teacher retirement; Voted to expand the number of charter schools and change the c.s. authorization process. In 2009, Whitmire authored an 
amendment which led to an across the board raise for teachers. Member of the Finance Committee.Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit 
Vouchers)Voted against SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) 

Senate 
District 16

Nathan Johnson 2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT, Texas Parent 
PAC

Friendly Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted 
YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to 
eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES. Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded 
lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: elected to the Senate in 2018. Website: school finance is a difficult problem, involving fairness in taxation, responsible 
spending, and competition for funding at both the state and local levels. But difficulty does not excuse failure. Objective research shows the 
vast social and economic benefits to everyone — kids, communities, business, and our tax base — of giving priority to investments in 
education. We must fully fund early learning programs and K-12, expand access to community colleges, and allow those who seek a college 
degree to do so without incurring crushing debt.  No voting record, new member of the Senate. 

Senate 
District 17

Joan Huffman 2018 - Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans, 2012 - 
Texans for Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

unfriendly Authored legislation: SB393 - relating to the contributions to the Teacher Retirement System of Texas.SB423 - relating to the authority of the Teacher Retirement System of Texas to invest in certain hedge funds.Voted for SB3 - unanimous 
vote.Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).  HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to 
$5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - 
SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: First elected to the Texas Senate in 2008.  Up for re-election in 2022. Voting Record: Against payroll deductions for teachers for association 
dues. Voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR tests a pathway to graduate. Voted for a budget bill providing increased 
funding for public education and a partial restoration of the education budget cuts made in 2011. For Teacher Residency Programs.  For reduce testing.  Voted 
for a bill to do away with the minimum salary schedule for teachers and compel school districts to evaluate and compensate their teachers based on measures 
that are potentially unreliable, such as students' standardized test score data. Voted for a private school voucher "scholarship" bill.  Voted for a bill to expand 
"parent trigger" laws in Texas and make it easier for struggling schools to be placed under private management and subject to deregulation upon a petition by 
parents.  Voted for an accountability bill to assign "A" through "F" letter grades to school campuses.

Voted against a measure that would have moved $200 million out of the transportation budget and into the public education budget instead. Voted for a bill to 
shore up the Teacher Retirement System (TRS) and provide most retirees with a benefit increase BUT her bill was not taken to the Senate floor and she 
helped reduce the House's bill by close to 250 million dollars. Her bill would be even MORE devasting than HB3976. . Voted against a teacher quality bill. 
Voted for a bill to expand the number of charters granted by the state and change the charter school authorization process. 2017 Update:Voted for SB3 ESAs 
(vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs.; Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted for SB 16(commission to make 
recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) Sponsored SB 19 (teacher bonuses and retiree insurance assistance)

Senate 
District 18

Lois Kolkhorst  2020 - Greg Abbott, 
Dan Patrick

unfriendly No education platform on her website. Authored legislation: SB249 - relating to the automatic admission to general academic teaching institutions and eligibility for certain scholarships  of a student who is the 
valedictorian of the student's high school graduating class. SB206 - relating to the authority of a school district or open-enrollment charter school to employ or provide chaplains. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Co-
sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted No; Amendment 29 to 
add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted No; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension 
of STAAR penalties-voted No.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project 
Educo: F. 

Information: first elected to the Texas Senate in 2014 special election.  Up for re-election in 2020. Named one of the "Worst Legislators" in 
Texas by Texas Monthly in 2017. Author of Texas bathroom bill. Voting record: 2017 Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for 
extending IGCs. Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make 
recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) Sponsored SB 19 (teacher bonuses and retiree insurance 
assistance)

Michael Antalan NR Attorney. Website has no mention of public education. michael@voteantalan.com

Senate 
District 19

Pete Flores   2020 - Greg Abbott 
2018 - Texas 
Homeschool 
Coalition, Dan 
Patrick

unfriendly Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted 
No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate 
extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded 
lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F.

Information: won special election to this seat December 2018.  Up for re-election for full term in 2020. Previously challenged Mr. Uresti in 
2016.  The education of our children is key to the success of our State. Quality education should not be the exception but the rule in Texas. 
Our teachers and our parents share the same passion, the welfare and success of our children, working together, they know what is required 
and needed by the children of Texas. A bureaucrat, corporation or non-elected official does not know better than our teachers and parents. I 
support more teaching to learn than teaching to the test. Our teachers must have a fair market value wage and a sound retirement; they 
serve with purpose. State funds must be allocated with more emphasis on the course and subject than administration and special projects. I 
support Governor Abbott’s 60/30 TX plan, which envisions that by 2030, at least 60% of Texans aged 25-34 will have a postsecondary 
credential or degree.  I do support a voucher program, as a parent should have a choice where their child goes to school.  

Roland Gutierrez Friendly Attorney. Current Texas house member.  First elected to the Texas House in 2008. For reducing state testing.  For giving HS students that failed STAAR options to 
graduate. For suicide prevention training. For PK funding.  For limiting PK classes.  Against Home Rule.  For increasing Pub 
Ed funding. Against vouchers. Voted for TRS increases.  For teacher quality. For teacher residency programs. Supported an 
amendment to the Achievement School District bill to require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights 
and benefits, discipline and class-size limits. Supported an amendment to impose a maximum 15:1 student-to-certified teacher 
average ratio.  For delaying the expansion of charter schools.  2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and 
promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)

Freddy Ramirez neutral Attorney. From website: "From reforming how public education is funded to reducing the number of uninsured children, Texas needs to start investing more in our most important future assets. This means that every 
child has access to early childhood education and promoting “STEAM” education to guide more students into “STEM” fields.  We must help our schools obtain, maintain, and retain talented educators and make sure 
every campus has enough counselors and mental health professionals to manage the needs of its population. We must focus on the whole child and that starts with giving our districts and communities the resources 
and strategies to keep our children healthy and prepare them academically, socially, and emotionally."

info@freddyfortexas.com

Xochil Pena 
Rodriguez

neutral Yes Attorney. From website: "Our founding fathers believed an educated population is essential to our democracy, but our Texas students have been shortchanged for decades. Our children are our most precious human 
resource and we must properly fund K-12 education while giving educators the resources they need to prepare our kids for the high paying jobs of the future. Xochil will work to make higher education available to all 
including retraining workers with new skills to meet the demands of today’s employers. Texas must ensure opportunities for continuous training that allows them to grow in our rapidly changing, globally competitive 
world." Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? The funding formulas for providing funds to public school districts. These need to be revisited and updated to meet the needs of today’s schools. The improvements in 
HB 3 are a beginning, but much more is needed.  PRIORITIES: 1st increasing overall funding to lessen the gap between schools including pre-k, 2nd, ensuring access to higher education and vocational; 3rd, reduce 
testing and thus reduce teaching to tests. FUNDING: It shoud increase. FINDING THE MONEY: 800 million is spent on the Texas Guard on the border, some of this money would be better used if redirected to 
education. Corporate welfare disguised as economic development would provide greater economic benefits going to children. Formulas could also be readjusted to reflect today’s needs. New oil revenues could also 
be dedicated to public schools.  VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support the use of public funds for private/charter schools.STAAR: I do not support the STAAR test having the importance it does particularly its use 
to determine school success, sanctions of "failing" schools including removal of elected boards (seems most are minority districts). It could be one of several criteria such as identifying student's actual needs and 
addressing them, teacher input, modifications based on needs of students (students readiness varies), locally determined goals and objectives, etc. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: STAAR testing should not be the 
primary measure used to determine graduation. I've heard concerns regarding the Individual Graduation Committees review for students who fail 2 out 5 EOC exams and still graduate with diplomas that mean less. I 
would appreciate additional information.  IGCs: IGCs that comprehensively look at a student could be beneficial as students may not have the protection granted to others. Having a committee formed by the parent, 
teacher and administrator, who know the student, making an individualized assessment of a student’s progress sounds like a common sense idea. I would need to look at how it’s been implemented and what the 
results have been.  A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The criteria used to base the grades A-F makes it effective or ineffective. It should be multiple and varied based on factors appropriate to the region of state in 
addition to some standard statewide base. MERIT PAY: Merit pay should be for work above and beyond the normal expectations of good teachers. Local schools and School Districts are the best ones to make these 
decisions. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: Class size matters and I support caps.These (waivers) should be limited to only extremely special circumstances and not every year for years on end. There should also be 
caps for middle and high-school as well. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: The best teachers need good pay, benefits and job security as do people in other professional jobs. Teachers deal with our most 
precious resource and our future providers of services, goods, and professionals. They should be a priority in budget decisions. Allocating revenues depends on priorities and I would prioritize education. Texas has 
the revenues to do this.  COLAs: It could be tied to inflation so the value does not drop. TRS CARE:  Everyone's healthcare is rising, and we need to work on ways of reining in costs. I would study the options 
presented and I am open to hearing your views on this. TRS: Yes, as a defined plan. Me and my husband are both in TRS as are a number of friends and family members.  25x25: Yes I would. 

xochil@votepenarodriguez.com

Jo-Anne Valvdivia
Senate 
District 20

Juan "Chuy" 
Hinojosa 

TSTA neutral Authored legislation: SB3 - relating to additional funding to school districts for classroom teacher salaries (co-author).Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).  HB3 Amendment 6 to 
keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; 
Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted 
yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. 

Information: Member of Texas Senate since 2003, served in House from 1981-2003.  Up for re-election in 2020.  Voting Record: Voted 
against bill to prohibit school employees from using auto deduction to pay dues to professional organizations. Voted for reducing teacher 
minimum pay scale. Voted against voucher scholarship. Voted for parent trigger. Voted against A-F accountability.  While he defended 
against vouchers, the vote to reduce teacher minimum scale, coupled with voting for parent trigger, means that he is too unpredictable.  2017 
Update: Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers).; Voted for extending IGCs. Voted against SB 13 (Payroll Deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax 
Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)
Voted against SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Sponsored SB 19 
(teacher bonuses and retiree insurance assistance. 

Judy Cutright NR Previously ran for Congress in 2018. Website and Facebook still list her as a candidate in that race. cutrightcreations@gmail.com, 
info@electjudycutright.com

Senate 
District 21

Judith Zaffirini     neutral SB279 - relating to the completion and submission of a financial aid application for costs of higher education as a condition of high school graduation for public school students. SB242 - relating to the removal of an 
obsolete reference regarding open-enrollment charter schools and the State Board of Education. SB37 - relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of a student loan repayment or scholarship contract 
contract as a ground for non-renewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational license. SB54 - relating to the consideration for public school accountability purposes of certain students 
participating in regional day school programs for the deaf. SB52 - relating to the high school graduation of a student who transfers to a public school in this state after the student's junior year of high school.  SB51 - 
relating to requiring the review of public school district paperwork to limit paperwork requirements.  SB36 - relating to providing free full-day pre-k for certain children. SB398 - relating to authorizing a credit union to act 
as a school district depository. SB1499 - Relating to a prohibition on the issuance by the Railroad Commission of Texas of a permit for a commercial surface disposal facility located near a school. Voted for SB3 - 
unanimous vote.  Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). Primary sponsor SB522 - Relating to the development of an individualized education program for a public school student with a visual impairment. HB3 
Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted 
YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted No; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  
Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A

Information: member of Texas Senate since 1987.  Up for re-election in 2020. Second in senority in Senate. Voting Record: 2017 Update: 
Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs. Voted against SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit 
Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Voted for 
SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) 2013- voted for a bill to increse the 
number of charter schools; voted to increase funding for schools. 

Frank Pomeroy Texas Homeschool 
Coalition

unfriendly Pastor of Sutherland Springs church where shooting took place in 2017. From website: "Our public-school system has great teachers and great students, but the massive bureaucracy of the public-school system has 
resulted in worse outcomes and limited access. Liberal professors and Ph.Ds. forcing us to teach the theory of evolution over the word of God is wrong. It should be the role of government to get out of the way so 
parents can make the decisions best for their children. We don't need the federal government or state government telling us how to best govern our own children. We should give parents who cannot afford private 
school the opportunity to choose, either by voucher or charter school, to send their children to be educated where they deem the best opportunities are offered - such as schools that teach theories equally and without 
political bias, where their children can truly exercise an open mind and seek out knowledge rather than being indoctrinated by the political agendas of one specific institution. We should be bringing the free market, 
and the increased competition and performance that comes with it, to the educational system in Texas."

info@pomeroyfortexassenate.com

Senate 
District 22

Brian Birdwell 2020 - Greg Abbott, 
Texas Homeschool 
Coalition 2016 - 
Texans for Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans, 2012 - 
Texans for Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

unfriendly Authored legislation - SB406 - relating to the storage of a handgun by a school marshal.Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset). Co-sponsor 
SB213 (End IGC sunset). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add 
counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of 
STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project 
Educo: F.

Information: member of the Texas Senate since 2010.  Up for re-election in 2020.  For prohibiting payroll deductions to pay dues to 
professional organizations For lowering the minimum salary scale. For private school voucher scholarships. For parent trigger. For A-F 
accountability.Voting Record: 2017 Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers).; Voted for extending IGCs.;  Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll 
deductions)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment 
of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)  Sponsored SB 19 (teacher bonuses and retiree insurance assistance)

Robert Vick neutral YES Retired. From survey: WHAT IS BROKEN? Texas Public Schools are indeed besieged with problems, among them, a lack of adequate per-pupil expenditures, insufficient recourses for special needs students, substandard wages, benefits, 
working conditions and retirement benefits for current and retired teachers and staff. However, that's not what "those" politicians mean by "broken". They have created an accountability system (based largely on STAAR test results) that by 
design incorporates a predetermined "failure" rate. This failure rate creates a false narrative that voucher and charter school advocates use to promote their education for profit agenda. I will work hard to repeal punitive accountability sanctions 
including forced closure of schools, forced takeover by charter schools or other outside management organizations, and the creep of privatization by under-funding of Pre-K programs. We should repeal the use of a single letter score to label 
school districts and campuses, and the stigmatization and discipline of  teachers based on test scores.  PRIORITIES: 1- School funding:  Increasing state funding for public education will be my top priority.         Funding per student is about 
$2,300 less than the national average, ranking Texas 36th         among the states and the District of Columbia.  I support 25th in 25.2- Teacher Pay and Health Benefits: With average teacher pay in Texas lagging about $7,300 behind the 
national average,  every teacher, deserves a raise. I oppose “incentive” or         “merit-based” pay plans that single out only selected teachers for extra pay. We must boost state health-care funding for all education employees and retirees; 
reverse the long-term shift in costs onto employees and aim ultimately for the state to cover the full cost for every employee.3- Charter Schools and Vouchers:  Charter Schools are another effort at school privatization.         Traditional public 
school districts are losing millions of dollars to them each year.  Private         school voucher legislation would authorize the use of taxpayer dollars to send children to private and religious schools. Tax tuition credits accomplish the same goal 
by giving corporations tax cuts in return for the funding of private school scholarships. Despite many attempts, the Texas legislature has stood firm in opposition to voucher schemes, and I will too!  FUNDING: Increase. I fully support the effort 
to raise our per-pupil expenditures to 25th in 2025. FINDING THE MONEY:  It must come from the State! I support a public education funding system that is  adequate to provide every student with an opportunity to receive an exemplary public 
education. I will also support any form of state revenue enhancement and tax restructuring that accomplishes this goal. Whether it's accomplished through legalizing and taxing cannabis or gambling or a reduction in the "rainy day fund' or  
reducing tax abatements to businesses or reinstating the franchise tax on corporations, it can be done. CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: Never! Both private school voucher and charter school schemes drain money from an under-funded public 
school system. Both proposals undermine the ability of public schools to provide for a quality education for all Texas children. STAAR: I'm not an expert in standardized testing but what I hear and observe leads me to believe the STAAR test is 
not worthy of my support. I am not opposed to standardized testing and I believe they could have value. Other States seem to have a better grasp on their value and use, we could follow and or adjust their example to fit our needs. If the test is 
used to identify areas that need additional resources, more individualized instruction, increased parental and community involvement, expanding educational opportunities or even eliminating some types of instruction, I'm in favor of them. 
However, if they are designed to build in a failure rate, to be used to punish teachers and staff, be a sole determinate of passing or graduation, or as an excuse to centralize or privatize education, I am adamantly opposed to their use.  
ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: Without question, I would support respecting the determination of educational professionals and  student's parents over the results of any one test or measure.  IGCs: We currently have IGC Committees 
because in some situations, and under many circumstances, using the STAAR test to determine graduation or grade promotion  has proven itself to be inadequate and/or unjust. I will support ending the "sunset" date and I will encourage my 
colleagues to do the same.  A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Our current A to F rating system is not, nor does it appear that it can be, an effective tool for our schools. The major problem with the rating system is that it is punitive by nature and 
design. The State is using what should be data to signal the possible need for additional resources to create punitive measures to be used against teachers, administrators and students. It has become a tool to  further the narrative that some 
schools are failing and to further the need to move toward privatization, dismantle elected school boards, unfairly discipline teachers and remove parents from the educational process. Other States have figured this out, but Texas is appearing 
to want to keep cooking a failed recipe.  MERIT PAY: I am opposed to "merit pay". It is the result of the misuse of state assessments, like the STAAR test. We should employ  multiple measures to gauge student growth and guide instruction; 
including portfolio, performance-based assessments and measures of social/emotional learning. I would definitely ban the use of “value added” models for individual educator evaluation. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: I  support reduced class 
sizes and caseload limitations that are mandated by the state for all grade levels and instructional settings. It should not be "easy" to get class size waivers. The State should significantly restrict their use and any waiver should be accepted only 
upon a full local public disclosure of the reason for the wavier and it's expected outcome. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Improving educator compensation is an important  tool for recruitment and retention. To recruit and retain the 
best teachers we must offer public school employees salaries that are equal to or greater than the national average and competitive with private industry. The state should also employ a salary schedule that provides for step increases to 
reward longevity. Differentiation   pay for educators who undertake advanced training or other professional duties outside normal instructional activities should also be available.  Once again,  believe this funding must come from the State and I 
will support any form of State revenue enhancement or tax restructuring to accomplish this goal.  COLAs: Most education retirees have not received a cost of living adjustment (COLA) in more than a decade. This is totally unacceptable. I will 
work tirelessly to insure that every retired teacher receives an annual COLA tied to the rate of inflation.  TRS CARE: The rising cost in TRS has been borne by retirees as well as current employees and local school districts. The costs for all 
three groups should be lowered as the State works to increase it's contribution. TRS RETIREMENT: I strongly support keeping TRS as a defined benefit plan. It makes no sense to convert a fixed plan to a 401(k) style plan that would put the 
retirees benefits at risk. 25x25: When elected, I will work to insure we reach the goal of 25th in 25.

Senate 
District 23

Royce West 2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT

neutral Serves on the Education committee. Authored legislation: SB424 - relating to determining appropriate disciplinary action to be taken against a public school student who is in foster care or homeless. SB446 - 
relating to requiring a public employer to give notice to new employees of the ability of certain employees to participate in the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Co-sponsor 
SB12 (TRS contributions). Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-
voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; 
Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school 
vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: C. Running for U.S. Senate. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: member of the Texas Senate since 1993.  Up for re-electionin 2022. Serves on education committee. Voting Record: 2017 
Update: Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs. Voted against SB 13 (Payroll Deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax 
Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)
Voted against SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Sponsored SB 19 
(teacher bonuses and retiree insurance assistance)2013- supported expansion of charter schools and voted for the "parent trigger" bill; has 
long (since 2009) been a proponent of charter schools; previously funded by a prochoice PAC; on the other hand, has always supported 
additional funding for public education and the shoring up of TRS. 

Senate 
District 24

Dawn Buckingham  2020 - Greg Abbott 
2016 - Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

Unfriendly Authored legislation: SB296 - abolish the termination or nonrenewal of professional licenses for default or breach of student loan repayment.Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).  
HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-
voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  
Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. 

Information:  First elected to Senate in 2016.  Up for re-election in 2020. Oculoplastic and reconstructive surgeon.   Former board member. 
in Lake Travis ISD. Appointed to SBEC by Governor Perry where she served as Vice Chair.  Talks about percentage of spending on the 
classroom, so she doesn't understand how school finance works.  Talks about teacher unions holding schools back. Voting Record:  2017 
Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers).; Voted for extending IGCs. Voted for SB 13 (payroll deductions)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit 
Vouchers)Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) 

Clayton Tucker Neutral Statewide Coordinator Our Revolution. From website: "Just like with healthcare, education and strong families are a major cornerstone of everything. Without economic freedom, all other rights are limited. Education is the catalyst for prosperity 
just as strong families lead to safe neighborhoods. Clayton believes we must train and retain the highest quality teachers, increase school safety, eliminate childhood hunger and homelessness, strengthen families by increasing wages, and 
more." Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? There are several things that are broken -- for instance, the school to prison pipeline is strong in my district (expanding Medicaid and behavioral services should help with this), Texas spends too 
little on healthy food per student, our schools are too dependent on property taxes thereby creating inequality within our system, etc. PRIORITIES: Ensuring all teachers and staff are paid a solid living wage, end the school to prison pipeline 
(expanding Medicaid should help with this), boost funding that’s also equitable across zip codes. FUNDING: Increase, without a doubt.  FINDING THE MONEY:  I would call for the legalization and taxation of recreational cannabis for adults 21 
years and older, greater utilization of the rainy day fund, close the Equal and Uniform Loophole, and more. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS:  I don’t think any public money should go to private/charter schools. If a particular service is needed for any 
given child, we should invest enough into our public schools so that they are able to education all according to their means.  STAAR: No. Standardized testing does not test all forms of knowledge and skills. Teachers should be teachers, not 
testers.  ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: I support IGCs/determinations by teachers, staff, and parents. IGCs: I support IGC committees and will support ending their sunset date. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I believe they’re largely 
ineffective as they cause struggling schools to lose resources, thereby exasperbating problems. This grading also doesn't account for the greater economic barriers toward success in school in some districts. Students don't perform as well in 
those schools. They reflect the physical and mental health struggles produced by poverty. Yet the staff and school - like the child - is judged as if they had a level playing field. MERIT PAY: I strongly believe teachers need to be teachers, not 
testers. Teaching can be a high stress career (I’m a former kindergarten teacher); fear of unstable pay does not help. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: I would increase pay, benefits, job security, retirement security, and support staff. I 
will also seek to implement rules that respects teachers off hours.  (To pay for this): I would call for the legalization and taxation of recreational cannabis for adults 21 years and older, greater utilization of the rainy day fund, close the Equal and 
Uniform Loophole, and more. COLAs: Cost of living increases should not be tied to individual acts of the legislature, rather they should be automatically tied to the rate of inflation and adjusted accordingly each year. TRS CARE: I will work to 
achieve universal healthcare in Texas, which could be achieved via the Healthy Texas Act. This act will cover all teachers and retirees. Beyond this, I will work to lower the cost of prescription drugs and will provide greater funding to the TRS 
Care system. TRS RETIREMENT: To be honest, I would need to hear testimony from experts, teachers, unions, and constituents from both angles before forming a complete opinion. I recognize that there’s a benefit and cost to each system, 
as there would also be a benefit and cost to providing each employees the choice to choose which they prefer. 25x25: “Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars.” I will seek to place Texas in the Top 10 in expenditure 
per student. Even if we don’t reach the Top 10, we’ll definitely be in the Top 25. 

info@tuckerfortexas.com

Senate 
District 25

Donna Campbell 2014 - Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibilty/Empo
wer Texans, 2012 - 
Texans for Fiscal 
Responsibilty/Empo
wer Texans

unfriendly Serves on the Education committee. Authored legislation: SB372 -relating to the authority of an open-enrollment charter school to employ security personnel, commission peace officers, and have school resource officers. SB441- relating 
to local school health advisory councils. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to 
increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 
temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: 
F. 

 

Voting Record: 2015 Session: Voted for a bill to do away with the minimum salary schedule for teachers & compel districts to evaluate/ compensate teachers based on measures 
that are potentially unreliable, such as students' standardized test score data. Voted for a bill to expand "parent trigger" laws and make it easier for struggling schools to be placed 
under private management & subject to deregulation upon a petition by parents. For A-F accountability .2017 Update: Sponsored SB3 ESAs (vouchers).Voted against extending 
IGCs. Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Sponsor SB 2 (tax credit vouchers)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on 
school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)
Sponsored SB 19 (teacher bonuses and retiree insurance assistance)

Senate 
District 26 

Jose Menendez 2016 - TSTA friendly Authored legislation: SB232 - requiring districts to notify high school parents that their kids are not required to take Algebra II under the foundation plan, and include the consequences for not taking the course. SB93 - 
COLA adjustment for TRS retired educators.  SB92 - supplemental payment for retirees under TRS and unfunded actuarial liabilities allowed under that system. SB96 - strips testing requirements to only those 
required under federal law.  SB94 - requiring a 7-10% contribution to benefits by the state into TRS. SB95 - relating to the salary paid to classroom teacher employed by public schools. Voted for SB3 - unanimous 
vote. Co-sponsor SB 12 (TRS contributions) HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted YES; 
Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 
temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade 
from Project Educo: A

Information: joined the Texas Senate in 2015, after a special election.  Up for re-election in 2020. Served in the Texas House from 2001-
2015.  Former San Antonio city councilman and zoning commissioner. Voting record: Voted against prohibiting teachers from using payroll 
deductions to pay dues to professional organizations. Voted against lowering minimum salary scale. Voted against voucher scholarships. 
Voted against parent trigger. Voted against A-F accountability. 2017 Update: Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers).; Voted for extending 
IGCs. Voted against SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted against SB 16(commission to make 
recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker).

Senate 
District 27 

Eddie Lucio, Jr  neutral Vice-chair, education committee. Authored legislation: SB293 - improving training and staff development for primary and secondary educators.  SB292 - expansion of a pilot program for funding pre-k programs 
provided by districts with early high school graduation programs. SB426 - relating to the use of public school counselors' work time. SB 427 - relating to the members of a school district's local school health advisory 
council. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions). Co-sponsor SB 1231 (Bettencourt child abuse notification of admin). Co-sponsor SB522 - Relating to the development of an 
individualized education program for a public school student with a visual impairment. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted YES; Amendment 16 to 
increase bilingual ed-voted YES; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted YES; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted YES; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing 
tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted YES.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 
(virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Information: Has served in the Texas Senate since 1991.  Up for re-election in 2020. Served in the House from 1986-1990. Son is in the 
Texas House.  Created and sits on Interagency Task Force on Children with Special Needs.  Vice Chairman of the Senate Education 
Commitee.  Voting Record: Voted against prohibiting teachers from using payroll deductions to pay dues to professional organizations. 
Voted against lowering minimum salary scale. Voted for voucher scholarships. Voted for parent trigger. Absent for A-F accountability 2017 
Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers).; Voted for extending IGCs. Voted against SB 13 (Payroll Deductions)Sponsor SB 2 (tax credit 
vouchers)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment 
of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)  

Vanessa Tijerina neutral Yes Candidate was accused during 2016 Congressional campaign of stealing $70k in food stamps and Medicaid benefits, per San Antonio Express News.Seems to bounce from party to party, used to be a Dem Party chair, then ran as Green Party 
Congressional candidate, now running as Republican. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? This is a multipronged answer. I believe that ANY entity should be judged by how well it treats the most vulnerable of it's demographic. The refusal 
to identify hundreds of thousands of special education students over 10 years, has likely caused an entire generation of students to go on to live poor life outcomes, these teachers and districts during this time were also judged by this many 
students being tested with ZERO accommodations and ZERO preparation with their special curriculum. I believe that we need to do away with standardized testing. Relying on these to measure the level of success of a student, teacher or 
district is unwise and I feel we can find a better way of measuring that success. The morale of teacher over the years has decreased, I can see why that is the case with how teachers are compensated and the way they are not really able to 
advocate for themselves without fear of retaliation for staff and faculty. the bullying issue, goes far beyond students being bullied and contemplating taking their own lives, the violence that goes unreported on our campuses leads to even 
worse, teachers even feel they work in a hostile environment. We do not want to give snacks to our students throughout the day, yet we want them to maintain good glucose levels to be able to function at maximum. We have taken decreased 
recess to such a degree that it affects general ed students as much as ADHD students etc. that do not get that kind of relief from their classroom during the day. ALL of that makes for a schools that need care, attention and students, teachers 
and students to not be neglected. These are symptoms of a system that is either broken or very near being broken, they are signs on neglect. Intend to address all these concerns.PRIORITIES: In crease the outcomes of the lives of Texas 
Students by: Increase funding, in every MEANINGFUL way, Restructure our essential curriculum to actually reflect science, INCREASE the accountablility of those District Members that are following below their given standards.  FUNDING: 
Increase, every single year it should increase. Every year, will bring new and growing issues. INCREASE always, perhaps not expoenentially in years where help is not as needed, but in crisis situations we should ALWAYS increase. FINDING 
THE MONEY: Texas is the size of 5 average sized states. Just as we expect Texans to manage their pocket books and rearrange priorities, we can do the same as law makers. We can identify programs that have stalled, have gone no where, 
we can identify areas that need cutbacks, our schools should ALWAYS be priority when it comes to budget allocations. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I would love for Texas to consider the legalization of Cannabis, the Gaming Industry and how 
Texas Schools have been able to benefit from the existing lottery system in Texas, all of this is tax money that can be configured by coming to a mutual agreement where private owners and school districts can benefit mutiallistically.  I believing 
in proritizing addressing the issues of non-private and non-charter schools BEFORE addressing the issues of private/charter schools. We can talk about voucher/tax credits, scholarships to those schools after we address the issues I 
mentioned, first.  STAAR: I will refer you to the answer to question number 1. I would need to see the research behind the STARR testing to even begin to be okay with ANY current standardized testing. This research will have to convince me, 
with compelling evidence that students, teachers and districts have benefitted from standardized testing as much as the companies that profit off standardized testing.  ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: I will refer you again to the answer to 
question 1 and I will add, I do not support either of the above methods and I feel strongly we can find a better way than both of those. IGCs: I support finding better ways than these,. also, we need to take care of identifying EACH and EVERY 
special education student before we can start evaluating which students are graduation ready. My goodness. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: It is ineffective because it is TOO broad. There are no increments and increments are what give us 
detail as to how a student is gaining credit that merits that credit.  MERIT PAY: I  will refer you to the the answer to question 1. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: NO WAIVERS! Yes, to caps. How can we put a cap on the amount of patients 
assigned to a nurse on a hospital, or the size of day care for smaller children, yet no caps in classroom or teacher/student ratios being addressed.  Refusing to address this issue leads to our students not getting the attention they need and or 
to over worked and too much being expected from students, teachers and districts. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: You attract a teacher, just the way you would attract any creature, you improve their environment, you make them feel 
valuable by SHOWING them how valuable they are. I will also refer you to the answer to number 1. I refer you to the answer to #4 (for funding). COLAs: I think a cost of living incease should EXACTLY follow to correlate the science and data 
from increased standards of living in the U.S. and our regions. That frequency, then depend on that which will be ever changing.  TRS CARE: If rising costs of TRS care for retirees does NOT reflect any added value they can benefit from, then 
who what substantiates the rise?  TRS: I  support polling EACH TRS participant and asking them which two they would like & going with the majority decision.  25x25: Yes, absolutely yes. (This should have been initiated YEARS ago, we are 
the average size of 5 states. Goodness.) activismequalschange@gmail.com

Ruben Cortez

2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT Friendly

Yes Self-Employed. Current SBOE member. Voted to reject Royal Public Schools application in committee.WHAT'S BROKEN?The only thing broken about our public school system is how underfunded it is. While HB 3 
helped restore much of the funding cut in 2011, it is nowhere near what schools need to provide adequate classroom resources for students and to recruit and retain the best teachers. We need to dedicate reliable, 
long-term revenue sources to funding public education going forward and ensure that future legislatures cannot starve our schools. We also need to reassess the way our students are tested and reduce the reliance 
on high-stakes standardized tests.  PRIORITIES: Providing permanent, adequate, and reliable long-term funding for public education. Reducing high-stakes testing. Increasing teacher pay in order to recruit and retain 
the best candidates to the teaching profession. FUNDING: It should increase significantly. MONEY FOR INCREASED FUNDING: This is a matter of budget prioritization. For example, Texas is spending almost $1 
billion every two years to have DPS troopers write traffic tickets in the Rio Grande Valley in the name of “border security.” This money could be better spent on giving our students the resources they need to succeed 
in the classroom and beyond. We can also address loopholes in taxes and fees the state is already assessing.  CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: Under no circumstance would I support a voucher of any type. 
STAAR/CHANGES: There are well-documented flaws with the STAAR test, including problems with the reading level of many of the questions. The recent study has only clouded the issue. We should fully investigate 
whether STAAR can and should be fixed or replaced with something different, and in the meantime we should eliminate the high-stakes nature of STAAR and decouple it from the school accountability system.
PROMOTION/GRADUATION: I fully support IGCs and allowing educators and parents determine what is appropriate for each individual student. IGCs: I would support eliminating the sunset provision and making 
IGCs permanently available.  A-F SCHOOL RATINGS: A-F unfairly labels students as failures based upon test scores across an entire campus or district. This is harmful and unfair, not to mention inaccurate. A-F 
relies almost entirely on STAAR data and oversimplifies what goes into school performance.MERIT PAY: Teacher pay should never be tied to STAAR scores. All teachers deserve to be paid a professional salary that 
acknowledges their training and expertise. Pay should be high enough to attract top tier candidates to the teaching profession and should increase significantly over time in order to increase retention and encourage 
teaching as a lifelong career. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: I support class size caps and oppose any waivers from class size limits.  ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: It begins with better compensation, 
which is a matter of budget prioritization. We also need to improve teacher healthcare by updating the funding formulas for TRS-ActiveCare and TRS-Care. We should also encourage a much more robust mentor 
teacher program in order to decrease early burnout. COLAs: Retired teachers should receive an annual COLA, and doing so requires getting TRS actuarially sound. Finding a long-term fix to begin reducing the 
amortization period should be a top priority. TRS CARE: The funding formulas for both TRS-ActiveCare and TRS-Care are in need of updating. We should reassess the long-term funding needs for each and focus on 
building a long-term solution. TRS PENSION SYSTEM: TRS should remain a defined benefit plan to ensure retirees receive lifetime benefits. That is the promise we made and it is still a cost-effective plan. I oppose 
converting TRS to a defined contribution plan. SUPPORTS 25x25: I will happily fight to achieve the #25x25 goal for public education in Texas!

Information: First elected to the board in 2012, re-elected in 2014 to a full term, and 2018.  Up for re-election in 2022.  Current 
board secretary. Businessman from Brownsville.  Former board member for Brownsville ISD.-Former Region 1 board member.  
Serves on Committee for School Initiatives, which oversees agenda items related to charter schools, SBEC rules, and the 
appointment of school board members for districts located on military bases.  He also served on the board's Ad Hoc 
Committee on the Long-Range Plan for Public Education.
-No large personal donations from PACs (checked personal financial statement- just contributions from individuals)
-Supported court decision that found school funding unconstitutional
Board/Voting Record: Very involved with Mexican American textbook controversy (was against state's recommended book).  
Voted against Great Hearts Charter in 2013.  Wrote an anti-voucher resolution in 2013. rubencortezfortexas@gmail.com

Sara Stapleton 
Barrerra

Friendly Yes Lawyer. Website platform says she feels guaranteeing universal preschool and "good schools" is important.  Survey responses; WHAT IS BROKEN? We need to restore the $5.4 billion dollars that were cut from education back in 2011.  We 
need a moratorium on charters schools, our teachers need more resources, better pay, benefits and retirement. We need to extend appropriate class limits to all grades and enforce those limits. We need to reject the efforts to abolish bilingual 
education. We need to abolish the A-F school rating system.  We need to better address bullying. We need to develop curriculum standards that are based on peer reviewed research and experts on the subject matter. These avenues would 
provide a start to addressing our “broken” system. PRIORITIES: My top three priorities would be restoring the funding, paying our teachers and getting corporations out of our school system first off by abolishing the STAAR. FUNDING: 
Increase drastically.  Like mentioned above, we were robbed of $5.4 billion dollars. FINDING THE MONEY:  It is not a matter of “finding” the money.  Texas has the money.  It is a matter or reallocating funds to where they really belong.  Where 
are our tax dollars really going? We need a legislator that exposes where it is being funnelled and put it back into the hands of our schools, where the money belongs. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: In no circumstances would  I support this.  They 
must exist as all other corporations do.  They must pay for themselves. Period. STAAR: No. I believe wholeheartedly that I should be tossed out with yesterday’s garbage.  Clearly each child is an individual and different in many capacities, so 
we need to treat them as such. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: No, the STAAR testing should not be the measure of our children and their future success..  I am a proponent of individual written evaluations and would be satisfied if we did 
away with the testing and even the grading system all together.IGCs:  I support the IGC committees.  Any alternative means to graduate besides the traditional route, I believe is a great thing. I would fully support ending the sunset date.  Some 
students have difficulty test taking, and this would highly benefit those students that deserve a diploma, regardless of their testing scores. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F ratings do nothing more than stigmatize schools and undermine 
struggling communities while doing nothing to improve children’s education. MERIT PAY: I believe that “merit pay” is a backhanded way at punishing teachers.  These efforts need to be rejected along with the test based teacher evaluation 
system.  CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS:  I completely support class size caps for ALL grade levels.  Schools districts should not be allowed to get waivers.  They should hire and appropriately pay more teachers. ATTRACTiNG/RETAINING 
TEACHERS: I would bring Texas teacher pay in line with the national , increase the state contribution to health insurance for educational employees, enhance the Teach for Texas Loan Repayment Program by tying loan forgiveness to years of 
teaching service, I would restore funding for the Educational Aide Exemption to help teacher aides go back to school, provide a mentor to every novice teacher, and  preserve teacher pensions. COLAs: It certainly should not be every 13 years.  
I believe that a yearly evaluation would be fair and should be implemented immediately. TRS CARE: Simply, I would cap the cost. Lower and cap. TRS: I would protect the TRS against any attempts to turn it into a risky 401-k plan that could put 
retirees’ pensions at risk. 25x25: There are 50 states in this fine nation, Texas amongst the biggest, finest and richest.  Yes, I will commit myself to the #25x25, with the expectation to not hit our goal, but to exceed it. Let’s dream big.

citizensforsara2020@gmail.com

Senate 
District 28

Charles Perry  2020 - Greg Abbott 
2014 - Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

unfriendly Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset). HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; 
Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted No; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted No; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted No; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra 
STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted No.  Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded 
lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F.

Information: Served House 2010-2014. Elected to Senate 2014. Re elected unopposed 2016.  Up for re-election in 2020.   June 2017 - 
Ranked Top 10 Worst Legislators following 85th Legislative Session by Texas Monthly - based on property tax reform and school voucher.  
Perry went back and forth on his support for vouchers.  Spoke against the bill on the Senate floor.  Then voted for it.  Measure later died on 
the senate floor.)  Voting Record: June 2011 - SB  8 - Management and Operations of Public Schools (Yea). SB1 - Biennnium Ed Budget - 
Yea.  May 2013 - Establish Free breakfast program for Students (Nay - Bill Passed). May 2015 - SB 6 - Rating System for Schools. Yea 
2017 Update: Voted for SB3 ESAs (vouchers);  Sponsored SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers)Voted for SB 
16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker).  



` NAME ENDORSEMENTS RATING SUPPORTS 25X25? CURRENT SESSION HISTORY CONTACT INFORMATION
Senate 
District 29

Jose Rodriguez  2010 - Texas Parent 
PAC, TSTA

friendly Authored legislation: SB209 - relating to social work services in public schools.  SB136 - relating to the public school finance system. SB138 - relating to the bilingual education allotment provided under the public 
school finance system.  SB141 - relating to the admission policy of an open-enrollment charter school. SB137 - relating to the bilingual education allotment provided under the public school finance system. SB140 - 
relating to the use of alternative methods to satisfy certain public high school graduation requirements for certain students.  SB142 - relating to the availability of school counselors and public middle, junior high, and 
high school campuses. SB139 - relating to a notice of educational rights and recovery by school districts and open-enrollment charter schools of costs for certain student evaluations. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote.  
Co-sponsor SB12 (TRS contributions).  Co-sponsor SB213 (End IGC sunset).  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from tax bill). Voted NO - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual 
school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: A. 

Information: first elected to Senate in 2010. Up for re-election in 2020.  Current Senate Minority Leader. Voting Record: 2017 Update: 
Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs. Voted against SB 13 (Payroll deductions)Voted against SB 2 (Tax Credit 
Vouchers)Voted against SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker) 

Bethany Hatch NR No policy positions at all on her website. hatchfortexas@gmail.com

Cesar Blanco

2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT. 2014 - Texas 
Parent PAC Neutral

Authored legislation: HB257 - relating to a policy requiring public and private primary and secondary schools and public junior colleges to provide local law enforcement agencies certain 
information regarding certain individuals authorized to carry a handgun on a campus. HB391 - relating to student access to public school instructional materials and technology. HB699 - relating 
to the bilingual eduation allotment provided under the public school finance system. HB258 - relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of student loan repayment or scholarship 
contract as a ground for nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational license. Co-sponsor HB218 - relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach 
of a student loan repayment or scholarship contract as a ground for nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational license. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 
(state contribution to TRS).   Voted yes - HB3.   Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Absent for vote - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes 
- SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2014. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US 
history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)

David Marino dadmarino@gmail.com
Senate 
District 30

Pat Fallon 2018 - Texans for 
Fiscal 
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

unfriendly Serves on the Education Committee. Authored legislation: SB252 - relating to a cost-of-living adjustment applicable to certain benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas.Voted 
for SB3 - unanimous vote. Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 to keep outcome-based funding-voted No; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to 
increase bilingual ed-voted NO; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted NO; Amendment 30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted NO; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra 
STAAR writing tests-voted NO; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted NO.Voted NO - SB2 FA3 (remove school districts from property tax bill).   Voted YES - SB29 
(taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted NO SB1455 (virtual school vouchers). Grade from Project Educo: F. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: first elected to Senate in 2018.  Up for re-election in 2022.  Previously served 3 terms in the House.  Voting 
record: For reduced testing. For 149. Against increased PK funding. Against PK caps. For home rule districts. Against 
restoring PubEd funding. For vouchers. For TRS funding. Against ASDs following PubEd rules. Against ASD caps. Against 
delaying expansion of charter schools. Against vouchers, but for charters.2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1355 ESAs for SpEd 
(vouchers); Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools); voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and 
promotion requirements from STAAR)Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a 
commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)
Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). Voting record is from House, no voting record for Senate, newly 
elected. 

Senate 
District 31

Kel Seliger 2018 - TSTA, Texas 
AFT, Texas Parent 
PAC

friendly Authored legislation: SB328 - relating to the information required to be included in or with a school district ad valorem tax bill.  SB248 - relating to investment training requirements for school district and municipal 
financial officers. SB213 - bill to end the sunset date on IGC committees for those students who pass at least 3 STAAR exams. Voted for SB3 - unanimous vote. Voted for SB 12 - unanimous vote. HB3 Amendment 6 
to keep outcome-based funding-voted YES; Amendment 8 to remove merit pay-voted No; Amendment 16 to increase bilingual ed-voted No; Amendment 29 to add counselors to $5K pay raise-voted No; Amendment 
30 to add other professionals to $5K raise-voted No; Amendment 43 to eliminate extra STAAR writing tests-voted YES; Amendment 66 temporary suspension of STAAR penalties-voted No.  Voted yes - SB2 FA3 
(remove school districts from tax bill). Voted YES - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B. Seat not up in 2020. 

Information: has served in Texas Senate since 2004.  Won re-election in 2018.  Up for re-election in 2022. Former Mayor of Amarillo.  Owns 
Lake Steel, Inc. Voting Record: 2017 Update: Voted against SB3 ESAs (vouchers); Voted for extending IGCs. Voted for SB 13 (payroll 
deductions)Voted for SB 2 (Tax Credit Vouchers) Sponsored SB 16 (commission to make recommendations on school finance by 
appointment of Gov/Lt. Gov/Speaker)Voted for SB 16(commission to make recommendations on school finance by appointment of Gov/Lt. 
Gov/Speaker) 


